
NEW RANGES FROM VITREX FOR THE

PLUMBING SECTOR

Vitrex’s EuroSan - a new range of “porcelain” coated steel baths and shower trays – is

already being specified for upmarket installations and is likely to be in strong demand

from the South African plumbing and sanitaryware industries. 

The new range of ultra-hygienic porcelain coated steel baths – which basically have cast-

iron baths as forerunner – are produced by fusing three layers of an inorganic coating

consisting of glass, oxides and various minerals, to sheet steel at temperatures of over 800

degrees Celsius. 

The resultant surface is durable enough to last a lifetime – or even longer. It’s a vibrant,

corrosion-free surface similar to that produced 3 500 years ago by the Egyptians in their

jewellery. But, in addition to durability, porcelain coated steel baths also offer many other

benefits for modern living. 

Top of the list is hygiene – which, ironically,  is not always found in the family bath.

Porcelain-coated  steel  baths  do not  absorb  dirt  or  grease  as  other  surfaces  do so the

presence and growth of bacteria is virtually eliminated. Other benefits include ease of

cleaning,  stain-  and scratch resistance,  combustion-  and cigarette  burn-resistance;  and

colour options to match standard South African sanitaryware colours.

The bath range has been expanded with the inclusion of a 1500 mm Nueva Europa, a

narrower (750 mm) Dafne and an 830 x 1800 mm Dafne bath: these new introductions

will allow Vitrex to offer added quality and value to their Clients.

The Dafne baths can also be manufactured to allow for the inclusion of a twin-jet option,

which  provides  a  highly  active  and  efficient  whirlpool  massage.  Vitrex  is  currently

evaluating the viability of offering this in limited quantities, as a special to the range.

 

The Dafne bath has proven to be the most popular bath in Europe over the last few years

and the EuroSan baths and shower trays are the only porcelain coated steel baths and

shower trays produced locally in South Africa.

EuroSan baths were recently specified for two of South Africa’s prestigious bush resorts:

Hluhluwe’s Hilltop Camp, and Kwa Maritane Lodge in the Pilansberg National Park.
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Caption:  The new EuroSan range of hygienic “baths for a lifetime” produced by Vitrex

will complement all existing sanitaryware available in South Africa. 
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